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JUDITH HOERSCH
SCREENWRITER

Judith Hoersch was born in Cologne in ‚81 and had a child-
hood that was partly idyllic and partly turbulent. When things 
got too much for her, she created new worlds on paper. As 
the daughter of a journalist,  writing was the order of the day, 
and early on stories were drafted together and the young 
Hoersch was trained in their didacticism. At seven, she wro-
te her first short story, in which everything was better than 
in reality. And she was sure: it would become a bestseller. 
Influenced by the artistic-musical high school, she began 
working as an actress while still in high school. Years of 
apprenticeship and wandering followed: acting studies, nu-
merous engagements in cinema and television, on stage, or 
at the microphone. Then with her backpack, and always with 
at least three different notebooks in her luggage, around the 
world.

With stubborn cheerfulness, she sits at her desk - even be-
fore long shooting days - and works on her current material. 
Those who get to know her, call her a ‚jack-of-all-trades‘ or a 
doer, a contradiction on two legs, straightforward, cheerful 
in nature, yet tender to the core.

That she is a writing-actress or an actress-writer, she finds 
no contradiction, but an enrichment. She writes to gather 
herself. She writes to get a little closer to herself. Her passi-
on is to understand and reassemble the world. Writing takes 
a central role in her life.

Her stories and love are especially for the supposed failu-
res, the forgotten, the heroes of everyday life, and marginal 
figures. Those who are not in the limelight, the quiet and tra-
gic figures, and all those who experience fabulous things. 
Whether in screenplays or fiction, the focus is primarily on 
women. In tragic-comedy especially at home.

Judith Hoersch is the mother of a daughter, lives in Berlin, 
and her novel ‘Juno und die Reise zu den Wundern’ was pub-
lished by Randomhouse in fall 2020. 
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FILMOGRAPHY - JUDITH HOERSCH

2022  FAKING SUNNY
  SERIES |  in collaboration with Claudia Prietzel & Peter Henning 
  (series bibel in development)

  HANDARBEIT
  SERIES CONCEPT | YAD FILM GMBH 
  in collaboration with Igor Plischke & Saralisa Volm 
  
2021  ILSE
  SHORT FILM | POISON GMBH | FUNDED BY MEDIENBOARD & BKM 
  (in post-production, screenwriter, co-director)

  WAS AM ENDE ZÄHLT
  FEATURE FILM (screenwriter)

2016  HEIMATLAND
  SERIES | TELEZÜRI | TWO EPISODES - FIRST SEASON (screenwriter)

2008  TODAY IS MY DAY
  SHORT FILM | LEGRAIN PICTURES (screenwriter)
  Prädikat „wertvoll“

  HAUSMEISTER KRAUSE
  SERIES | SAT1 | 2 EPISODES - SEASON 8
  (screenwriter in collaboration with Tom Gerhardt)

  DIE SUPERBULLEN
  FEATURE FILM  
  (screenwriter in collaboration with Tom Gerhardt)

2006  MARLEN UND BIJOU
  SHORT FILM | in collaboration with Judith Döker 
  (screenwriter, production)
  Int. Filmfestival L.A - Honorable Mention

  Ohio Filmfestival – Best foreign movie

  and more.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES - FICTION BOOKS (SELECTION)

2020  JUNO UND DIE REISE ZU DEN WUNDERN
  DIEDERICHS VERLAG | RANDOMHOUSE

2009  DAS ASTHMATISCHE RÖCHELN DES KÜHLSCHRANKS BEI NACHT
  HARDCOVER EDITION STORIES AND SHORT STORIES
  LIGHTHOUSE VERLAG MÜNCHEN

  100 BRIEFE AN DEUTSCHLAND
  NICOLAISCHE VERLAGSBUCHHANDLUNG

 


